
The ‘Read Elmer’ campaign is in aid of helping to make 
the library environment more exciting and enjoyable 

for young children. This Idea is based on the well-known 
children’s book character ‘Elmer the Patchwork Elephant’ 
and is also  linked in with Chester Zoo. It will include an 

Interaction within the library as well as a ‘fun walk’ to use as 
a promotional element.



To Link Chester Zoo into the ‘Read Elmer’ Campaign, I 
created some Character Profiles along side Elmer the 
Elephant to create alternative stories.

Elmer the Elephant
3048mm x 6096mm

Paul the Penguin
2436mm x 4632mm

Henry the Hippo
1525mm x 4000mm

Barry the Bat
160mm x 3300mm

Tailor the Tiger
915mm x 2438mm

Borris the Bird
2000mm x 3000mm



To advertise the exciting and new library environment 
which will begin to take place the following advertising 
materials will be used.

Informational Poster for Parents

Guerilla Style Flyers to keep 
them interested (Repeated 
pattern on back)



The fun walk will begin at the bronze elephant statue 
outside Chester Town Hall which is a symbol of 
Conservation Breeding at Chester Zoo.  The children will 
recieve a first jigsaw piece at the beginning of the walk and 
will collect the rest of the pieces on different sections of 
the walk.

The Henry the Hippo Jisaw puzzle example.



The children will be able to follow the animal foot prints 
through the streets where the animal has left its ‘evidence’ 
behind.

(Will be printed on pavements with spray chalk)



When the fun walk ends at the library, a large scale 
installation will be displayed as the model shows below. The 
patchwork elephant will contain cupboards to store your 
favourite animal books!

Elmer the Elephant used as an example. Other animals will 
interchange every month.

(Model not to scale. 
Lifesize dimentions are 10 
feet tall by 20 feet long)



Overall, the animal foot prints will lead the 
children towards the jigsaw puzzle pieces and 
eventually the interaction in the library.


